Despite nearly perfect gaze stability during natural head movements, the amplitude of the vestibulo-ocular reflex during passive head and body translation (TVOR) has been consistently reported to be undercompensatory during near target viewing. Here we have compared the rhesus monkey TVOR during pure head and body translation with the eye movements generated during eccentric yaw rotations, where both semicircular canal and otolith signals are activated. We found a significant increase in both the near target TVOR amplitude and its viewing distance dependence during eccentric rotations, as compared to pure translations. We conclude that the simultaneous activation of the horizontal semicircular canals result in an improvement of the viewing distancedependence of the rhesus monkey TVOR.
Introduction
A phylogenetically novel gaze stabilization mechanism that has evolved in parallel with foveal vision and stereopsis is the translational vestibulo-ocular reflex (TVOR). These vestibular-driven compensatory eye movements seem to be optimized to keep images stationary on the fovea and minimize binocular disparity during natural activities (Angelaki & Hess, 2001; Miles, 1993 Miles, , 1998 Paige & Tomko, 1991) . Motion parallax and simple geometrical considerations dictate that the TVOR amplitude should be inversely proportional to viewing distance. Indeed, numerous studies over the past years have demonstrated a strong dependence of the TVOR on the inverse of target distance Paige, 1989; Paige & Tomko, 1991; Schwarz, Busettini, & Miles, 1989; Schwarz & Miles, 1991; Telford, Seidman, & Paige, 1997) . However, in both humans and monkeys, the dependence of the TVOR on viewing distance has always been reported to be lower than that necessary for proper gaze stability.
Specifically, TVOR responses are larger than geometrically predicted during far viewing and smaller than necessary for near target viewing (Schwarz & Miles, 1991; Telford et al., 1997 ). Yet, despite less than ideal TVOR gains during passive movements, studies with human subjects actively moving through their environment have reported better image stabilization (retinal slip <4°/s; Medendorp, Van Gisbergen, & Gielen, 2002; .
Why is the passive TVOR gain undercompensatory during near target viewing, while gaze stability is nearly perfect during natural movements? There could be several explanations for this difference. The first possibility to consider is a contribution of visual and perceptual factors that are typically not as well defined in most TVOR studies that use a single target in darkness. For example, it is possible that the signal that scales the TVOR is not simply an efference copy of the difference between the two eye positions (Viirre, Tweed, Milner, & Vilis, 1986) . At least two pieces of evidence exist to support this hypothesis. First, Miles and colleagues (Busettini, Miles, Schwarz, & Carl, 1994; Schwarz & Miles, 1991) have shown a TVOR dependence on accommodation. Second, Snyder, Lawrence, and King (1992) have reported that the scaling of the TVOR by viewing distance preceded the actual change in vergence angle by at least 50 ms, providing evidence against a simple premotor efferent origin. In line with a role of sensory and/or perceptual cues, Schwarz and Miles (1991) suggested that visual sensory cues to target distance, that are typically absent in the visually-impoverished conditions of laboratory TVOR testing, might contribute to a better estimate of TVOR scaling by distance. Indeed, perceived shape and depth judgments that require knowledge of viewing distance are strongly influenced by both vergence angle and the pattern of vertical disparities across large visual fields.
Motivated by such a hypothesis, we recently used random-dot stereograms to investigate whether binocular disparity and texture cues, which were shown to be important for visual perception (Rogers & Bradshaw, 1993 , 1995 , had a role in TVOR scaling by target distance. Thus, we independently manipulated vergence angle, the disparity field, relative horizontal disparities, and textural cues to viewing distance (Wei, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2003) . Although, as expected from previous work, the amplitude of compensatory eye movements depended strongly on vergence angle, visual cues to distance had little or no effect on eye movements. Thus, we concluded that sensory and motor systems do not share a common neural estimate of viewing distance, and that the oculomotor system relies far less on visual cues than the perceptual system (Wei et al., 2003) .
If impoverished visual environments cannot account for the imperfect distance scaling, which other factors might influence the less than ideal TVOR scaling by target distance? A second possibility to consider is the fact that the head has always been restrained during passive TVOR studies. However, gaze stability during actively generated head translations always involves a head rotation in compensatory direction (Bloomberg, Reschke, Huebner, & Peter, 1992; Demer & Viirre, 1996; Medendorp et al., 2002; Moore et al., 1999; Pozzo, Berthoz, & Lefort, 1990) . This synergy could imply that there exists a compensatory vestibularly-driven (vesticulo-collic) reflex that causes the head to rotate in a compensatory fashion Moore et al., 1999) . In a recent study, we directly tested for this hypothesis by comparing the horizontal eye movements elicited during passive translation in head-fixed and head-free rhesus monkeys. Contrary to expectations, we found that a horizontal rotation of the head does not contribute to gaze stability during passive lateral displacements (Wei & Angelaki, in press ).
Most naturally occurring motions typically involve both translational and rotational movement components. For example, during natural activities like locomotion, the head simultaneously rotates and translates in space (Bloomberg et al., 1992; Moore et al., 1999) . In addition, as the head typically rotates about an axis behind the interaural line, the eyes displace through a horizontal arc in space that calls for activation of both the RVOR and the TVOR. Thus, a third explanation for the undercompensatory near target TVOR could lie on a functional need for simultaneous otolith and semicircular canal co-activation. There exist conflicting reports as to how the TVOR and RVOR are combined during eccentric rotations. A group of studies have concluded that there is a nonlinear interaction between the RVOR and TVOR, such that during eccentric rotations the translation-related component of the eye movement is more compensatory than that during translation-only motion (Anastasopoulos, Kimmig, Mergner, & Psilas, 1996; Bronstein & Gresty, 1991; Fuhry, Nedvidek, Haburcakova, & Buttner, 2002) . In contrast, other studies have reported that the RVOR/TVOR interactions are linear (Crane, Virre, & Demer, 1997; Seidman, Paige, Tomlinson, & Schmitt, 2002; Telford, Seidman, & Paige, 1996 . The goal of the present study was to re-examine whether horizontal canal co-activation results in improved TVOR responses by comparing the viewing distance-dependence of the rhesus monkey TVOR during translation and eccentric rotations.
Methods

Experimental setup and protocols
Six juvenile rhesus monkeys (Macacca Mulatta) were implanted with a lightweight delrin head ring and dual eye coils on each eye (Angelaki, 1998; Angelaki, McHenry, & Hess, 2000) . Eye and head movements were recorded within a 3-magnetic field system (CNC Engineering). All animals were trained with juice rewards to fixate targets at different distances from the animal. All surgeries and experimentation were in accordance to Institutional and NIH guidelines. During vestibular testing, animals were placed inside a primate chair on a motion platform consisting of a linear sled on top of a yaw-axis rotator (Neurokinetics, Pittsburgh PA). In all experiments, the head was kept such that the horizontal stereotaxic plane was earth-horizontal.
Animals were passively moved in one of two different ways. First, using the linear sled, animals were laterally translated (4 Hz, ±0.25 G, ±0.4 cm peak amplitude). Second, animals were rotated (4 Hz, with peak velocities of 5°/s-15°/s) either with the head's interaural line centered on the axis of rotation or with the animal placed 50 cm eccentrically from the axis of rotation (Fig. 1) . In the latter position, the animal was facing either away from the axis of rotation (Ôface-out' eccentric rotation) or into the axis of rotation (Ôface-in' eccentric rotation). During Ôface-out' eccentric rotation, the eye movement required to compensate for the animal's translation in space was in the same direction as that required for its rotational movement (thus TVOR and RVOR were Ôsynergistic'; e.g., Telford et al., 1996) . During Ôface-in' eccentric rotation, the eye movement required to compensate for head translation was of opposite direction to that required for head rotation (thus, the RVOR and TVOR were Ôantagonistic'). To ensure that the head was securely coupled to the head holder, a dual coil (Hess, 1990) was mounted on the head ring, as close to the eye coils as possible. By monitoring the output of this head coil, we verified that there was no head rotation due to an imperfect coupling of the head (( 0.1°/s per cm/s under all conditions). No attempt was made to measure relative head translation.
The viewing distance-dependence of the VOR was tested by requiring the animals to fixate central targets at distances of 12, 18, 32 or 102 cm in a softly illuminated room. Separate electronic windows were used to enforce left eye position, right eye position, and vergence posture. The vergence window was 1.5°in diameter for all viewing distances. After fixation for 1.5 s on the target, the fixation point was extinguished, and the monkey was required to maintain fixation for 1.0 s in the dark (the vergence window was increased to 5°during this period of time). This allowed us to compute the amplitude of compensatory eye movements in complete darkness. Animals were rewarded once after satisfactory fixation of the target and the subsequent period in darkness, as long as eye position stayed within the specified windows.
Visual targets were created by back-projecting a laser beam controlled by a laser/mirror galvanometer system (General scanning) onto screens subtending $85°· 85°o f visual space that were placed at different viewing distances. During the motion in darkness, both the laser target and the background lights were simultaneously turned off. Stimulus presentation and data acquisition were controlled with custom-written scripts within the Spike2 software environment using the Cambridge Electronics Device (CED, model power 1401) data acquisition system. Data were anti-alias filtered (200 Hz, 6-pole Bessel), and digitized by the CED at a rate of 833.33 Hz (16-bit resolution). Positive eye and head movement directions were leftward and downward, respectively. The data presented here were collected in multiple experimental sessions, often recording both eccentric rotation and pure translation responses on the same session in random order.
Data analyses
All data analyses were performed off-line using custom-written scripts in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick MA). Horizontal and vertical eye movements were calibrated using a daily fixation task, then differentiated using a polynomial filter (Savitsky & Golay, 1964) . In three animals, data from both eyes have been analyzed. In the remaining three animals, data from the second eye coil was only used for vergence angle estimation. Calibration of the dual head coil inside the 3-field magnetic system was according to the procedure described by Tweed, Cadera, and Vilis (1990) . The fast phases of nystagmus were identified and removed based on time and amplitude windows set for the second derivative of eye velocity. The identified fast phases were visually displayed on a plot of the eye position components in order to interactively correct potential misidentification. Sinusoidal modulations in eye (or head) velocity were quantified by fitting a sum-of-sinusoids (first and second harmonics) to the data using a nonlinear, least-squares algorithm based on the LevenbergMarquardt method.
TVOR analysis
The magnitude of the compensatory eye movement during translation, which we will refer to as the TVOR response, was computed by taking the ratio of peak eye velocity (in°/s) to peak stimulus velocity (in cm/s) for each individual movement cycle. Thus, the TVOR response has units of°/cm. Phase values have been expressed as eye velocity (positive direction to the left) relative to linear velocity (positive direction is to the right). Based on this, the phase of the compensatory horizontal response during lateral motion should be $0°. For each cycle, a vergence angle was also computed The tangential acceleration was directed in opposite directions in these two positions (solid arrow), evoking a TVOR eye movement that was either in the same (face-out) or opposite (face-in) directions from the RVOR response.
as the mean difference between right and left eye positions. Data were analyzed separately for motion in the presence of visual targets and in complete darkness. During motion in darkness, analyses focused on movement cycles during which the vergence angle deviated by less than 10% from the ideal value for a particular viewing distance. This was done because changes in TVOR gain precede changes in vergence by several tens of milliseconds . Because the goal was to quantify the relationship between TVOR and vergence angle under steady-state conditions, cycles when vergence angle was varying (decaying) were excluded.
The dependence of compensatory eye movements on vergence angle was quantified by examining the relationship between TVOR response and the inverse of a Ôvergence-defined viewing distance'. The latter was estimated from the vergence angle computed for each cycle and interocular distance and expressed as meter-angles in units of m À1 (Paige & Tomko, 1991) . One meter-angle corresponds to a vergence state where the two gaze directions intersect 1 m away from the subject. The relationship between TVOR response and vergencedefined inverse distance was quantified using linear regression. To properly stabilize the target, TVOR response amplitude should increase as a function of inverse distance with a slope of 0.57 (dotted lines in Fig. 4 , see also Paige & Tomko, 1991; Telford et al., 1997) .
RVOR analysis
Yaw VOR gain was calculated as the ratio of peak eye velocity (in°/s) to peak stimulus velocity (in°/s) for each individual cycle of rotational motion. Phase values have been expressed as eye velocity (positive direction to the left) relative to head velocity (positive direction to the right). Based on this, the phase of the compensatory horizontal response during yaw motion should be $0°. During yaw rotation with a velocity stimulus modulation of _ hðtÞ ¼ _ h 0 sinð2pftÞ, there is tangential acceleration along the animal's interaural axis given by A tan ðtÞ ¼ rðd _ h=dtÞ ¼ r _ h 0 2pf cosð2pftÞ , with _ h 0 being the peak yaw velocity and r ¼ 50 cm the radius of rotation. This acceleration elicits a TVOR (with a peak linear acceleration of $0.11-0.33 G for the velocities used here) at the same frequency as that of the yaw oscillations. In contrast, centripetal acceleration always remained small (<0.01 G) and at the second harmonic (A cen ðtÞ ¼ r _ h 2 ¼ r _ h 2 0 sin 2 ð2pftÞ). Because the centripetal acceleration contributes insignificantly to the observed first harmonic of eye and head velocity responses, it has been ignored in the present analyses.
Taking into account the simultaneous rotation and translation of the eyes in space, the geometrical relationship between VOR gain and inverse viewing distance required for proper gaze stability can be approximated for small gaze eccentricities by the Eq. (Hine & Thorn, 1987; Telford et al., 1998) :
where r is the radius of rotation, v is the vergence angle in units of m À1 , Ô+' corresponds to face-out motion and Ô)' corresponds to face-in motion. According to Eq.
(1), yaw VOR gain would increase monotonically with vergence during face-out rotation. In contrast, during face-in rotation yaw VOR gain should decrease with increasing vergence for small vergence angles, drop to zero when the two terms of the right side of Eq. (1) become zero, then increase with vergence as vergence angle increases further. Notice that Eq. (1) assumes a negligible dependence of the RVOR gain during centered rotation on viewing distance. Please note that this is not true for all animals (Table 1) , although its viewing distance dependence is small compared to that of the TVOR. Thus, Eq. (1) represents an approximation of the geometrical relationship between yaw VOR gain and viewing distance. First two columns illustrate yaw VOR gain for targets at 102 and 12 cm. The remaining columns illustrate horizontal eye velocity slopes as a function of vergence-defined inverse distance (in m À1 ) during center rotation (RVOR slope), during translation (TVOR slope), as well as the TVORcomponent slope during eccentric face-out and face-in motions. Data represent means ± SD during rotation in darkness. Asterisks in parentheses (*) for the eccentric rotation TVOR data (last two columns) illustrate linear regression slopes that were statistically significant larger from those during pure translation (p < 0:001). Squares in parenthesis (+) show that the regression slopes were not significantly different, but the main effect was; i.e., the TVOR response amplitude was significantly larger during eccentric rotation than during pure translation (p < 0:001).
We computed the translation-specific component of the eccentric rotation yaw VOR by vectorially subtracting the zero-radius yaw VOR response from the 50 cm-radius yaw VOR response. Subsequently, this unitless difference gain was converted to°/cm (for a direct comparison with the translation-induced TVOR response) by multiplying with the ratio of peak yaw velocity over peak tangential velocity (being equivalent to a multiplication by 180=pr with r ¼ 50 cm; Telford et al., 1998) . Statistical comparisons were based on linear regression and analysis of co-variance using a homogeneity of slopes linear model (Statistica, version 6) that was applied to the fitted peak TVOR amplitude from single cycles, with different conditions (light/dark, translation/rotation) as factors and vergence angle as a co-variate. In addition, as a second measure of the statistical significance of the reported differences, we also directly compared the means from all animals under each condition using analysis of variance with repeated measures statistics.
Results
Horizontal eye movements during translation and eccentric rotation are compared with rotational responses with the axis centered on the animal's interaural line in Fig. 2 . As previously shown in other studies (Chen-Huang & McCrea, 1998; Viirre et al., 1986) , yaw VOR exhibits a small dependence on viewing distance ( Fig. 2A ; see also Table 1 , left columns). In contrast, horizontal eye velocity depends strongly on target distance during translation and eccentric rotation ( Fig. 2B-D; Table 1, right columns) . As shown by the eye position and velocity traces in Fig.  2 , the near (12 cm) target is associated with both a larger vergence angle (the difference between right and left eye positions) and larger position and velocity modulations than the far target (102 cm). This change in eye velocity modulation with viewing distance persisted even when the target was turned off, as long as vergence did not decline (Target Off; Fig. 2A-D) .
The amplitude and phase of horizontal eye velocity during yaw rotation depended on viewing distance differently during face-out and face-in motions. In face-out positions (synergistic combinations), the RVOR and TVOR components of the eye movement would be complementary, resulting in larger than unity VOR gains. The opposite is true for face-in positions (antagonistic combinations). Notice that, similar to center rotation, horizontal eye velocity during face-out rotations was always compensatory (opposite) to yaw velocity for both near and far targets (Fig. 2C) . In contrast, during face-in rotation, horizontal eye velocity was opposite to yaw velocity only for far targets (Fig.  2D, left) . With a near target, the TVOR component of the response is large and in the opposite direction of the yaw RVOR, resulting in a net horizontal eye velocity that is in the same direction as yaw velocity (Fig. 2D,  right) .
The differential dependence of VOR gain on viewing distance for face-out and face-in rotations has been summarized for all animals in Fig. 3 . Notice that data from each animal are shown with different symbols, with filled symbols corresponding to VOR gains in complete darkness (Target Off). Superimposed on this plot is the prediction of Eq. (1) (Fig. 3A and B, dotted lines) . For synergistic TVOR/RVOR combinations, horizontal VOR gain increased with vergence and appeared to be close to the theoretically-expected value, particularly when the target was on during motion (Fig. 3A) . Linear regression slopes for face-out rotations were 0.42 ± 0.10 (target on; red lines) and 0.34 ± 0.08 (target off; blue lines), as compared to a slope of 0.5 according to Eq. (1). During antagonistic TVOR/RVOR combinations, response gains decreased from a value of near unity (for a target at infinity), as expected from Eq. (1). As long as vergence was smaller than $1/r, the TVOR component should ideally be smaller than that of the RVOR, resulting in an overall VOR gain of less than one. With the target placed on the axis of rotation (thus, vergence angle equal to 1/r), the ideal TVOR and RVOR should be equal in amplitude but opposite in direction, resulting in a zero combined VOR response (V-shaped dotted curve in Fig. 3B ). As fixation distance decreased further, TVOR should be larger than the RVOR component, resulting in responses that were out-of-phase with those during synergistic combinations (see phase reversal in Fig. 3B, bottom) . The slope of the dependence of the horizontal VOR on inverse viewing distance for face-in rotations was 0.33 ± 0.10 (Target On; red lines) and (1)). A phase of 0°is compensatory to the yaw velocity stimulus. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). Fig. 4 . Scaling of the TVOR as a function of inverse viewing distance. The TVOR was elicited either during lateral translation (red symbols) or during eccentric rotation (blue symbols) with the animal either (A) facing out or (B) into the axis of rotation. TVOR response is defined as peak eye velocity divided by peak linear velocity (expressed in units of degrees per cm of motion), and one datum is shown for each cycle of whole-body motion at 4 Hz. The horizontal axis plots the inverse viewing distance, as defined by the vergence posture during each cycle of whole-body motion. The dotted black line shows the expected behaviour if viewing distance scaling was ideal (slope of 0.57). Solid lines indicate the best linear fits to the data. Solid symbols: Target Off; Open symbols: Target On. Data from monkey P.
0.26 ± 0.08 (Target Off; blue lines), as compared to a slope of 0.5 according to Eq. (1).
The contributions of the TVOR to horizontal eye velocity during eccentric rotations was computed by vectorially subtracting mean response gain and phase modulation during center yaw rotation from those during eccentric rotation at each viewing distance, separately for synergistic and antagonistic combinations. The results of this subtraction (expressed in°/cm) for data from one animal have been plotted as a function of viewing distance in Fig. 4A and B (blue symbols) . The TVOR elicited during eccentric rotations exhibited a stronger dependence on viewing distance as compared to the corresponding responses during pure translational motion ( Fig. 4A and B, compare blue with red open symbols). TVOR amplitude versus viewing distance slopes in this animal were 0.38 ± 0.11 (SD) and 0.36 ± 0.14 for face in and face out eccentric rotations, respectively, as compared to 0.25 ± 0.05 for pure translation. These data were taken from cycles of lateral motion during which the monkey viewed a laser target back-projected onto screens at different distances. Similar results were also obtained during motion in interleaved periods of darkness ( Fig. 4A and B , filled symbols). The slopes were 0.37 ± 0.11 and 0.36 ± 0.18 (TVOR during eccentric rotation) vs. 0.25 ± 0.07 (TVOR during translation). The differences between the TVOR amplitude during eccentric rotation and pure translation were statistically significant (F 1;1482 ¼ 266, p ( 0:001). This was also true for the linear regression slopes (p ( 0:001).
This analysis was performed on data from six animals. Using analysis of co-variance and a homogeneity of slopes model, applied to single cycle data from all animals, the TVOR response amplitude was found to be significantly larger during eccentric rotation than during pure translation (F 2;8754 ¼ 108, p ( 0:001). The respective statistical comparisons applied separately to data from each animal are included in Table 1 . The regression lines for all animals during motion in complete darkness have been summarized in Fig. 5A and B (see also Table  1) . Mean values for the near target (12 cm) TVOR of each animal during eccentric rotation has also been plotted versus the respective TVOR during pure translation in Fig. 6 . During both dim illumination, as well as in complete darkness, mean TVOR amplitude during near viewing was on average 31% larger during eccentric rotation (co-activation of both semicircular canal and otolith organs) than during pure translation (activation of otolith afferents in isolation). This difference was highly significant (F 2;28 ¼ 132, p ( 0:001). The larger TVOR response in the presence of concurrent canal activation was mostly (but not always; see Table 1 ) due to an increase in the slope of the TVOR's dependence on fixation distance. TVOR slopes from all animals averaged 0.43 ± 0.11 (Target On) and 0.35 ± 0.10 (Target Off) during eccentric rotation, but only 0.34 ± 0.08 (Target On) and 0.26 ± 0.06 (Target Off) during pure translation (as compared to the ideal value of 0.57). Such an increase was statistically significant either when considering the mean values of Fig. 6 (face-out motion: F 1;14 ¼ 37:6, p < 0:001; face-in motion: F 1;14 ¼ 38:5, p < 0:001) or when comparing the regression slopes in the co-variance analyses of individual cycle data (face-out motion: F 1;6354 ¼ 545, p < 0:001; face-in motion: F 1;5952 ¼ 372, p < 0:001). These differences were similar for motion with the target on and off (F 2;8754 ¼ 0:9, p ¼ 0:4), although TVOR amplitude and slope were higher during motion with the target on (F 1;8754 ¼ 155, p < 0:001). There was no difference in the TVOR between face-in and face-out conditions (F 1;5202 ¼ 0:4, p ¼ 0:5).
Discussion
The results summarized here show that the viewing distance-dependence of the TVOR is improved when the horizontal semicircular canals are simultaneously activated during rotations with the head eccentric relative to the axis of rotation. In all six animals TVOR amplitude increased for eccentric rotations as compared to pure translation. In four of those, the slope of the viewing distance dependence of the TVOR was also significantly larger during eccentric rotation as compared to translation. The higher TVOR responses in the presence of simultaneous horizontal canal activation, although significant in all animals tested here, has been very controversial in other studies. Specifically, Telford et al. (1998) reported that the TVOR elicited during eccentric rotations was similar in both amplitude and viewing distance-dependence to the TVOR generated during translation. A recent study in humans also reached similar conclusions (Seidman et al., 2002) .
In contrast to the results of Paige and colleagues in squirrel monkeys and humans, Fuhry et al. (2002) reported nonlinear canal/otolith interactions during eccentric rotation in rhesus monkeys. The authors also reported that the TVOR was larger during face-out eccentric rotations but smaller during face-in rotations. We found a more symmetric TVOR during face-out and face-in rotations. Furthermore, we did not observe the large phase variability and absence of clear V-shape in the yaw VOR response for face-in rotations (Fig. 3B) that Fuhry et al. (2002) reported. The reasons behind these differences are unclear. By recording a head coil signal, we ensured that the animals' head in the present study was securely fixed and that there was no head rotation during these small amplitude, high frequency motions (e.g., Fig. 2 ; see also Angelaki, 1998) . Both the loss of the V-shape curve and the variability in phase during the high frequency face-in motion in the results of Fuhry et al. (2002) could be explained would there have been even the slightest uncoupling between the head and the magnetic search coils.
Other studies have also argued pro or against a linear addition scheme for coplanar otolith and semicircular canal signals for the generation of the VORs, although either they did not directly compare the results from eccentric rotation to those during translation or they did not match the profile of linear acceleration during translation and rotation (Anastasopoulos et al., 1996) . Our results, comparing eccentric rotation and translation responses in the same subjects, same frequency and similar peak accelerations, clearly showed a significant improvement in the amplitude and viewing distance dependence of the TVOR during combined horizontal semicircular canal activation. If there was a linear TVOR/RVOR interaction, then subtraction of the RVOR should give an Ôeccentric rotation TVOR' that is identical to the TVOR during pure translation. In addition, the linear interaction hypothesis predicts that this will be the case for both face-in and face-out motions. The results show that only the second prediction is true, but not the first. Since for the linear interaction hypothesis to hold both predictions need to be true, we conclude that the hypothesis of a linear RVOR/TVOR interaction is not supported by our data.
The nonlinear horizontal semicircular canal/otolith interactions suggested by the present data might be related to a similar conclusion reached in other studies addressing interactions between otolith signals and the vertical semicircular canals. The latter relationship is needed to functionally segregate the net gravitoinertial acceleration signals encoded by primary otolith afferents into central estimates of orientation relative to gravity and translational accelerations (Angelaki, McHenry, Dickman, Newlands, & Hess, 1999; Merfeld & Zupan, 2002; Merfeld, Zupan, & Peterka, 1999; Reymond, Droulez, & Kemeny, 2002) . Specifically, integrated vertical semicircular canal signals are important in Ôeliminating' the otolith-driven TVOR during roll and pitch rotations from upright Green & Angelaki, 2003) . This interaction is fundamentally important in order to cancel the otolith-driven TVOR during rotations that change head orientation relative to gravity. Without this process, an inappropriate horizontal VOR would be generated (thus, resulting in loss of visual acuity) during high frequency roll and pitch rotations. Indeed, animals with semicircular canals inactivated generate large horizontal eye movements in response to roll rotations . Therefore, present and previous results suggest that a close, potentially nonlinear, interaction exist between the three-dimensional canal system and otolithborne information.
In summary, the present results showing that horizontal TVOR response amplitude is enhanced during simultaneous horizontal canal stimulation, combined with previous work showing that the horizontal TVOR amplitude is compensatory to the translational (and not net gravitoinertial) acceleration only in the presence of congruent cues from the vertical canals, demonstrate that vestibular sensors operate in tandem for proper gaze stabilization. Such multi-receptor interaction is not only important for providing proper gaze stability, but also further attests to the rich and computationally intriguing central processing of vestibular signals.
It is important to point out that, even in the presence of semicircular canal signals and proper visual conditions, TVOR amplitude during passive movements remained undercompensatory for near targets. Yet, despite less than ideal TVOR gains, human subjects actively moving through their environment exhibit nearly perfect image stabilization Moore et al., 1999) . This is possible because gaze stability during actively generated head translations always involves an actively generated head rotation in compensatory direction (Bloomberg et al., 1992; Demer & Viirre, 1996; Hirasaki et al., 1999; Medendorp et al., 2002; Moore et al., 1999; Pozzo et al., 1990) . This synergy, which could represent a strategy rather than a compensatory vestibularly driven (vesticulo-collic) reflex (Wei & Angelaki, in press ), ensures proper gaze stabilization during natural activities, despite an undercompensatory passive reflex.
